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Abstract

A novel approach for providing aerodynamic control using collections of discrete active tab devices was
completed recently under an Army-sponsored Phase II SBlR program, and is being developed further as
part of a NASA-sponsored effort on UAV control. Each tab incorporates a patented bistable design that
uses SMA wires for transitioning between one of two deflection positions, thereby providing a localized
perturbation to the sectional aerodynamics at the location of the lifting surface trailing edge. By arranging
several such tabs spanwise along a wing or rotor blade, incremental adjustments may be made using
these tabs to perform aerodynamic reconfiguration, tracking adjustments on rotor blades, or primary flight
control. The device has been prototyped as part of these SBlR research programs, and has been
designed so that it may be retrofit on existing rotor blade systems and UAV platforms to support further
application development in a variety of aeronautical applications. The underlying concept of using SMAbased actuation for configuration control is directly extendable to additional aerospace systems, including
spacecraft applications.
Rotor Blade Tracking Application

Development of the underlying concept for SMA-based actuation of a bistable device originally grew from
the desire to provide in-flight adjustment of rotor blades to minimize one-per-revolution vibration. Blade
one-per-revolutionvibration is often a result of blade aerodynamic and mass mismatch between blades of
a given rotorcraft’s “blade set”. This mismatch may be a consequence of assembly tolerance or from
unequal wear on in-service blades, and often can be alleviated through placement of balance weights and
aerodynamic perturbations via adjustments of both swashplate links and trailing edge tab deflection
angles. Aerodynamic adjustments that minimize vibration also typically minimize blade “tracking”
deviations, and thus the blade’s track is used to optimize the adjustment process. Traditional blade
tracking adjustments are performed by maintenance personnel using specialized hardware, coupled with a
series of flight test measurements, to attempt to optimize blade aerodynamics across the helicopter flight
envelope. This process is often expensive, as it tends to be iterative in nature. In fact, some current
operational military helicopters must devote nearly 10% of their flight hours to track and balance activities.
Clearly, in-flight tracking capability would significantly reduce this cost burden, as all tab tracking changes
could be made in one flight without the requirement for periodic landings to stop the rotor and perform
manual adjustments. In addition, since tracking adjustments would be easier, they could be performed
more often, on an as-needed basis, thereby providing “trickle-down” benefits of reduced vibration
exposure and hence longer service lives for dynamic components. This motivation spawned the
development of the SMA-based actuation system described here, in that the tab deflection adjustments
would be performed using SMA wires as the prime mover for an electrically-actuated tracking tab device.
“Diaital” Tab lmolementation
The system initially developed under U.S. Army Phase I SBlR funding initially replaced the maintenance
specialist’s adjustment tools with a pair of agonist-antagonist SMA wires, so-that the imposed moments
generated from the SMA wire’s phase change would provide plastic deformation of a metal trailing edge
tracking tab mounted on the rotor blade (Figure 1). While successful at the conceptual demonstration
stage, this design required a means of sensing the blade tab angle in order to properly control the SMA
wire material properties to position the tab deflection to a desired angular orientation. In addition, the
hysteresis inherent in the SMA wire’s thermal properties made closed-loop control challenging for this
application implementation. Under Phase II, this concept was replaced with a “digital” tab device, whereby
each discrete tab uses SMA wires to move between one of two positions, thereby significantly reducing
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the complexity of both the associated control system (proportional/servo control becomes simply “on/off”)
and the tab position sensing (“up/down”) (Figures 2 through 4). Aerodynamic “resolution” of adjustment is
provided through the incorporation of several tabs in a spanwise fashion, thus providing true “digital”
adjustment for blade tracking.
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Figure 1. Phase I concept demonstration for agonist/antagonist SMA-based tracking tab
concept.
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Figure 2. “Digital” rracning rap aernonsrrarion concepr on rraiiiny edge of a CH-47 blade.
This design approach change incorporates all the features of the agonistlantagonist plastically-deforming
tab, namely:
0
Use of SMA wires as prime movers driving pre-stressed structural components in a hybrid fashion
provides large strain and force capability for the actuator system, without the attendant bulk
required with other “smart” or active materials for enhancing actuator mechanical advantage
0
Electric power is only used during transitions for changing tab position
0
The devices are retrofit-capable onto existing rotor blades
0
The tabs are adjustable in-flight
0
The physical size and weight is minimal due to the use of SMA wires as the prime mover
In addition, the digital concept includes the following unique advantages:
0
Position sensing is trivial, in that only one of two possible states may exist
0
The precise shape of the device is dictated from geometric features of the base material
Control of the device is simplified to a “change position’’ command
Use of multiple spanwise units provides robustness as an individual unit failure implies only a
partial degradation in total system performance
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Design of the SMA wire is simplified to specifications on maximum stressktrain required for
transition
Maximum power required is that required to heat onlv one SMA wire, since the tabs are
transitioned sequentially

The basic actuation concept is described referring to Figure 3. Figure 3a shows a notched flat plate
element that deflects out-of-plane to the plate when points A-B are forced together. The surface buckles
elastically into one of two stable positions, determined by the manner in which the points are drawn
together. Figure 3b illustrates the plate prior to installation of the actuation wires but installed on the trailing
edge of an airfoil. The deflection results from the pre-stress introduced in the plate, and studies to date
have shown that trailing edge deflection angles of +25” are achievable for acceptable levels of plate
stress. Figure 3c schematically shows the pre-strained SMA wires attached to the upper and lower
surfaces which, when heated, result in shortening of the wire and a “snap-through” and locking of the plate
into the “mirror” position. The heating is directly accomplished by running a current through the wire, since
SMA wires have relatively high resistivity. The innovations in this actuator are two-fold:
The structural or load-bearing component of the actuator is a very simple machine (a notched flat
plate). This component is readily fabricated and encapsulated to form a useful aerodynamic
surface, and has no bearing surfaces.
Power is only required to transition the actuator from one position to the mirror position. Once the
transition is made, the power to the actuating wire is cut-off and the actuator is “locked” into
position as a consequence of its geometric compound curvature.

Figure 3. Schematic of “SNAP” trailing edge tab:
(a) undeformed base plate (b) stressed plate on airfoil t.e.

(c) tab with SMA wires

Rotor Blade Tracking Testing Activities

Testing of this device to support the rotor blade tracking application included benchtop functional tests,
high dynamic pressure tests, high centrifugal field tests, and actual on-rotor testing. These data were used
both to support analytical model development for design, and to validate configuration choices for
construction and wire attachment.
Tab Actuator Benchtop Testing
While an analytical model for tab design was under development, a series of tests were performed on an
oversize representation of the tab configuration of Figure 3. These tests were undertaken with the goal of
generating a database for analytical model correlation, as well as validating a scaling analysis for
performing ”nomogram”-like design calculations for similar tab geometries. Aluminum sheets of
approximately 4 cm by 8 cm were constructed with a center stress-relief hole, and an offset stud was
mounted near the center of the tab, from which a wire cable was mounted in series with a strain gauge
load cell. Tests were performed to measure the tab deflection angle with applied cable load, much like an
SMA wire would generate on the actuator tab, and notes were made of the displacement and force levels
just prior to tab snap-through. These data, taken over a range of tab length to width ratios, thicknesses,
offset stud locations, and initial wire pre-strains were ultimately used to validate both in-house CDI finite
element (FE) code predictions and commercial FE simulations.
Whereas the super-scale tab testing only included one nominal wire orientation for applying pop-through
forces on the base tab material, several different arrangements were fabricated and evaluated at design
scale on the benchtop. Two of these configurations, termed pre-prototype configurations, are shown in
Figures 2 above and 4 below. Figure 2 oriented the SMA wires in a nominal spanwise orientation, while
Figure 4 shows the SMA actuator wires aligned with the blade chord direction. Both configurations could
be made to operate successfully, but it was found through assembly of several units that wire pretensioning was easiest to perform for the chordwise orientation. Thus, the ultimate configuration, th&t of a
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pair of wires (upper and lower) aligned in a "v"-pattern orientation about the stress relief hole borrowed
more heavily from the design experience of the device of Figure 4.

Figure 4. Pre-prototype benchtop demonstrator tab arrangements, SMA wires mounted on
offset studs in chordwise orientation.
Several base tab materials were evaluated for use, including spring steel, aluminum sheet, and various
plastics. Based upon earlier discussions with Boeing engineers about the desire to remove metals from
rotating components on aircraft to reduce aircraft signatures, it was felt that the tab design could best
support U.S. Army interests if it were made of non-metallic material. Lexan plastic (polycarbonate) was
found to have sufficient robustness to effects of temperature and UV radiation that it became the default
base material for subsequent actuator design concepts. In addition, aluminum was ruled out when it was
determined that the anticipated stresses built up in the outer layers of the base tab material could
experience fatigue failure after many pop-through cycles of the tab actuator.
Since further development called for testing of the tab assembly on a full-size rotor system, most likely
provided from an aircraft manufacturer or helicopter operator, bonding of the tabs to helicopter blades was
required to be a reversible process. Several adhesives and solvents, along with manual installation and
removal techniques, were evaluated for their capability to provide sufficient strength in both shear (to
counter centrifugal loads) and peel (to maintain bond strength during pop-through and under aerodynamic
loading). Tab coupons were manufactured and bonded to aluminum plate and the trailing edge of a
composite CH-47 blade section, in order to evaluate shear and peel strength of the combined tablbonding
agentblade system. Shear tests were instrumented using an in-line load cell, and peel strength was
checked manually. Many bonding agents exhibited good shear strength but poor peel performance. Some
bonding materials showed good strength in both directions, but poor resistance to applied heat. Ultimately,
an epoxy was identified that showed excellent bond strength, and acceptable solvent-based removal
performance, for both metal and composite skin blades; this material was used in all subsequent tests
performed on combined blades and active tab assemblies.
Two-Dimensional (2D) Section Testing
Two separate 20 tests were performed using the active tab assembly. The first was using CDl's 30-cm x
30-cm low turbulence wind tunnel to assess anticipated aerodynamic drag effects of the tab on rotorblade
performance. The second was a high dynamic pressure test, to check the two-position tab's potential to
pop-through under loading when the section is generating significant lift. This latter experiment used a
novel mounting arrangement in order to perform hydrodynamic testing from the side of a small power boat
in the Delaware River. Each is described below.
CDl's low turbulence wind tunnel was used to conduct tests on two-dimensional airfoil sections to
determine the effectiveness of proposed actuation concepts. The 30-cm x 30-cm tunnel can generate up
to 36 mls flows, which, although not representative of the anticipated aerodynamic environment for the
actuators, was suitable for providing a "first look" at aerodynamic drag effects generated by the addition of
trailing edge treatments on the airfoil sections.

A two-dimensional section representative of a Bensen B8-M autogiro rotorblade was constructed and
installed in the tunnel, mounted on top of a 6-component strain gauge balance. Data from comparison of
the baseline section with a full-span tab system shows an increase in a few “counts” of drag on the section
(Figure 5). Later testing that included mock-ups of the supporting SMA wires and associated electronics
showed these added effects to be minimal, and thus the original data as shown here was used in
generating pre-test predictions for full-size rotor tests to follow.
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Typical tracking tab locations are near the 75% radius location, so for a typical helicopter tip speed
between 200 m/s and 213 m/s, the dynamic pressure at the tab location is approximately 40 N/m2.
Duplicating this dynamic pressure in a wind tunnel or other aerodynamic facility is difficult and expensive,
so an alternative testing method was employed. Since the density of water is approximately three orders
of magnitude greater than air, equivalent dynamic pressure may be achieved at speeds of approximately
7.7 m/s. Thus, dynamic pressure tests on a tab-equipped UH-60 helicopter blade airfoil section were
performed using a special “oar“ with a representative airfoil and two-position tab attached to the end, with
the oar placed into the water aside a small power boat. The airfoil was mounted on a long pole to permit
its being placed sufficiently far away from the side of the boat hull to eliminate any surface effects from the
boat displacement when traveling under power. Instrumentation consisted of a digital inclinometer for
measuring approximate angle of attack of the foil, and a handheld GPS unit for measuring boat hull
speed. Runs were taken in both upstream and downstream directions on the Delaware River, and despite
extremes of both dynamic pressure and high angles of incidence (up to 0.3 radian), the two-position tab
did not “pop” through to its alternate position from differential pressure on the tab.
Another operational concern for proper tab actuation was the anticipated high centrifugal environment
anticipated for tabs mounted at the 75% radial location. For UH-60 size rotors, this loading can approach
550 g‘s, and thus the tab may “pop through” from inertial loads, or the SMA wire may deform on the tab
under its own centrifugal load, effectively “using up” the available strain energy and rendering the tab
inoperative. The latter was surmised to be the case for early versions of SMA-based flap actuators,
developed by CDI for application to the V-22 tiltrotor blades on a model rotor set; ultimately, the wirebased actuation mechanism had to provide mechanical guides for the chordwise-oriented actuator wires
to eliminate the centrifugal distortion. Although the prototype tab actuator developed here has wires
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oriented chordwise, supporting calculations showed that they would not be subject to large strains due to
their minimal size and weight.
Testing was nonetheless performed on the tabs using a four-foot diameter model rotor, with the operating
rpm boosted to 550 in order to expose the tabs to representative centrifugal loads. In these tests, the tabs
were mounted at the blade tip to provide maximal centrifugal stresses for the wires. Testing revealed no
problems with the tabs reversing their positions at these g-levels, thus providing confidence for ultimately
testing the units on a full-size rotor system.
Full Size Rotor Testinq
The full-size rotor system used for evaluating the prototype actuation system was a Bensen B-8M autogiro
("gyrocopter"),available for use at CDI (Figure 6). The advantage of using the autogiro test platform is the
ease of access to a man-rated rotor system, with all of the system integration issues associated with a fullsize flight vehicle. Since that aircraft is an autogiro, and not a helicopter, an alternate means of spinning
the rotor was required so to avoid having to fly the aircraft with the tab devices installed. This drive system
consisted of a pre-rotator assembly that used a flexible shaft that could be driven by a pulley mounted
inboard of the propeller hub on the autogiro's engine.

I

Figure 6. Autogir,
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Test objectives were twofold for the full-size rotor experiments: first, it was desired to demonstrate tab
effectiveness in controlling tracking angle of the rotor blades from positioning of individual tabs on the
rotor; and second, it was desired to assess the rpm range over which reliable electrical actuation of tab
displacement could be achieved.
Tabs were installed onto the Bensen blade set from the 0.71 to the 0.80 radius location, with each tab
assembly fabricated using an aluminum base plate holding four 2.5-cm by 5-cm tabs. Three tab plates
were mounted on each blade, with a Lexan separator plate bonded between the blade surface and the
mounting plate in order to facilitate removal of the tab system from the blade at the conclusion of the test
program (the removal agent for the tab system is known to attack certain plastics). To simplify the test
program, only one set of four tabs was fabricated using SMA wires, since the purpose of the test was to
demonstrate performance and not provide a complete system installation. As a result, the control
electronics were mounted at the rotor hub, and separate flat ribbon wires were attached to the bottom of
the blade to provide electrical power to each SMA tab. While a true prototype installation would include
local surface-mounted MOSFETs for control of individual SMA wire excitation at each tab plate, this
simplification helped expedite the completion of the full-size rotor test program. Details of the tab mounting
arrangement may be seen in Figure 7, and the hub electronics in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. SMA-driven bi-modal tabs on underside trailing edge of Bensen B8-M blade section.
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Figure 8. Details of hub on Bensen autogiro test platform.
In order to check blade track angle, a separate video camera installation was mounted in the rotor plane,
with a calibration card constructed and the blade ends colored (white/black) to differentiate them on the
videotape. The videotape was then viewed on a frame-by-frame basis to measure the blade tip position as
a function of tab deflection angle. For the extreme case of all tabs on the “black” blade deflected down,
and all tabs on the “white” blade deflected up, a tip deflection difference of 3.9 cm was measured from
scaling displacements from the video monitor. This compares favorably with a predicted value of 4.5 cm,
since the predicted displacement does not account for any lift rolloff at the most inboard and outboard
locations of the deflected tab assemblies. Screen capture of the rotor plane video may be seen in Figure
9.
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Figure 9: Still video of white and black blade position from rotor plane camera.
Post-test analysis and further development testing revealed that the Lexan plastic material used to form
the base bender element eventually took a “set” due to the continued exposure to bending stresses, and
thus developed a preferential orientation that would make the tabs less robust. As a result, further
development produced a tab with equivalent stiff ness but no tendency to plastically creep, due to the use
of spring steel for its bender element. Shown in Figure 10 is a demonstration article that incorporates a
steel base with Kapton tape overcoat and flush attachments of the SMA wire assemblies, along with the
flatpack 6 volt battery used for its actuation.

Figure 10. Metal-based tab demonstration device with flatpack battery.
Distributed UAV Flight Control Application
High-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) remotely-operated aircraft (ROA), or unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), are designed to operate at extreme altitudes for many days, in order to serve as platforms for
science missions, earth observation, or communications and data relay stations. In order to meet the long
duration requirements for these missions, these aircraft are designed to minimize drag and weight, and
thus are characterized by having large wing spans and significant aeroelastic response under both steady
and dynamic loading conditions. This inherent flexibility in these aircraft may sometimes lead to flight
dynamics issues and instabilities, as witnessed with the breakup of the HELIOS aircraft over Hawaii during
flight investigations while operating with alternate energy sources.
These aeroelastic issues may be mitigated to a considerable extent for these vehicles if the loading on the
large aspect ratio wings may be redistributed in flight, using distributed multiple actuators. Such an
approach provides enhanced robustness to the aircraft platform, in that multiple actuators would easily
accommodate the failure of a few to respond to commands, but if these actuators were conventional,
servo-type systems, this feature would be overshadowed by an unacceptable weight and power penalty.
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Conventional electric servo actuators incorporate electric motors that drive a gear train that ultimately is
connected to a control arm, on which is also mounted a potentiometer for sensing actuator displacement.
Thus, the positioning control and the actuator impedance are provided only while the electric motor draws
power from its energy source. Use of the SMA-based actuator described for the rotor blade tracking
application would be an ideal alternative, in that it would permit spanwise distributed load modification with
minimal electrical power expended during the reconfiguration process. NASA is presently sponsoring CDI
in an SBlR effort directed at investigating the use of these snap-through SMA-based actuators in support
of HALE-type UAV aircraft control. Results to date in this investigation are described below.
UAV Application Desican Challenqes
Since the detailed design specifications for a future NASA HALE RONUAV are yet to be completed, it was
felt prudent to consider HALE vehicle operating features in the actuator design, but size the actual device
to be more immediately applicable to potential test platforms, such as CDl’s 2m span electric radio control
(FUC) model aircraft, and the two NASA Dryden’s APV-3 test aircraft. Fortunately, these two platforms are
roughly the same size, and thus it was decided to base the actuation sizing on a compromise that would
accommodate each aircraft type. Fundamental to each actuation concept is its application in a distributed
fashion, so that several (possibly many) of them would be arrayed along the trailing edge of the UAVs
lifting surfaces. Sizing of each individual actuator was selected to provide:
Desired flight control forces/moments, dictating a minimum ratio of actuator to surface chord
length;
0
Appropriate speed of actuation, thus impacting maximum wire diameter used;
0
Sufficient stiffness to support operational aerodynamic loads, fixing a minimum thickness for the
base material.
Key factors in the design considerations applied included operational environment, endurance,
robustness, actuator weight and power consumption. HALE RONUAV systems operate at altitudes in
which the ambient air temperature is approximately -48”C,
and thus the actuator may require insulation on
its wires to mitigate the power lost through ambient cooling to the atmosphere. Endurance requirements
for these actuators would flow from possible HALE missions lasting from several days to several weeks.
While use of multiple, distributed actuators provides some robustness relief in that single actuator failures
represent graceful degradation of control capability (vs. catastrophic), the actuators nonetheless should be
capable of accommodating multiple flights/missions without replacement. Standard practice for SMA wirebased actuators has shown that as long as the wire strains are kept below 3% in actuation cycles, millions
of repetitions are possible. For the actuation systems here, actual wire stress changes in the discrete
actuation system varied from 0.5% to 1.0% depending upon end termination of the wire that stretches
across the base tab material.
Robustness design goals imply that all material stresses are kept well below limiting values, and the
opportunity for failure be mitigated as much as possible. The actual stresses on the base plate assemblies
are well within linear bounds below yield, and failure modes were reduced in the actuation elements by
reducing the number of parts required in assembly. Toward this end, use was made of custom-fabricated
SMA wires having metal balls welded onto their ends. By using a welded ball with a diameter twice that of
the wire, the wire could be “dropped into place” on the base tab assembly through insertion into a slot
created in the base manufacturing process. This approach provided a convenient mechanical means for
coupling the SMA wire to the base material (Le., the actuator armature), but continued experimentation
with this approach revealed that the stress imposed at the junction of the weld could be past yield if the
wire were tensioned at an angle nearly parallel to the surface of the base tab. Put another way, the ball
end fitting was not adequate if the wire had significant non-axial stresses at the weld point. This
observation resulted in a design having an offset mount for the actuating SMA wires.
Weight considerations on the actuation schemes, both continuous and discrete, were actually a secondary
issue, as it was a fall-out effect from material choice based upon actuator performance requirements.
Basic stiffness requirements dictate a minimum actuator thickness, and the fact that the bucklingenhanced actuation concept routinely induces stresses on the base material showed in previous actuator
implementations that plastic base structures are inadequate due to their creep properties. Thus, the
design of these actuation systems has routinely used tempered steel (spring sheet stock) for the base
plate material. Despite the use of steel components, the net weight of these actuators, when compared
against conventional servo-system components, is almost insignificant.
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Power consumption issues, however, show a clear bias in favor of the use of discrete actuator concept,
when possible, over any continuously deflectable device. When comparing power required to hold a given
actuator position, the discrete actuation concept requires none, while a conventional servo-based (motor
driven) actuator will require steady currents of roughly comparable levels. This is in large part due to the
fact that static servo holding stiffness operates the underlying electric motor at near stall torque levels, a
very inefficient regime for these electromechanical components. Protracted operation holding a given
deflection would impose a significant power drain on the HALE aircraft, limiting its endurance.
Two design variants were investigated, where the wire was electrically actuated at each end with a
potential applied across the entire wire length, and a second where the wire was grounded on both ends
and an additional electrical connection was made at the center of the SMA wire. Initial work with the center
actuated design revealed that adjustment of wire tension through the height change of the center
actuation point was difficult to achieve repeatedly. Subsequent work with the end-point actuated tab
system showed that it suffered in being able to repeatedly actuate the system without shearing off the ball
end fittings. Thus, the final configuration realized in this design process was a hybrid design that
incorporated features from both the center point actuation design and the end point actuation system.
Shown in Figure 11 is the dual tab assembly, where two SMA wire-actuated discrete tabs are mounted to
a “sandwich” of printed circuit board, with the two tensioning straps having a triangular shape added to
promote the snap-through effect of the base tab when the wires are tensioned. This tab design also
incorporated customized screw-adjustable crimps at the inner edge of the tab assembly, permitting rapid
wire tensioning for optimum tab performance.

Figure 11. Final Phase I configuration for dual discrete tab system.
Electronic lntewation Desiannestinq
Electronics and software design for controlling the groups of individual tab actuators has been investigated
as part of the integration work, since the collection of multiple tabs would be interfacing to a single
standard servo connector for both the flap and the aileron assemblies for applications to both CDl’s R/C
airplane and the APV-3 wing. While having multiple tab actuators provides a means of mechanical
redundancy for providing trailing edge control, both signals and power must be supplied to all to make
them function as a group. Brute force approaches for directly wiring each and every tab actuator to a
central controller would be unacceptably heavy and complex, due to the massive amount of wire required
for providing current to each individual SMA wire. Instead, electronics incorporating extremely small
microcontrollers is being used for a serial-bus network that determines which actuator to energize and for
how long. The target microcontroller is the Microchip PIC12F675 family, an 8-pin SO-8 surface-mounted
device that has an internal clock and is reprogrammable in-circuit via FLASH memory.
Two schemes were investigated for localized control and communication on this serial bus network for
interconnected tab actuators. The first involves the direct device addressing from a “master”
microcontroller for actuation, whereby a master/slave(s) network is constructed with the master requesting
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an individual tab to change its state through serial commands that include the identifier of the tab device.
The second scheme attempts to eliminate the assignment (and/or cataloging) of individual tab actuator
identification codes by incorporating a “daisy-chain” interconnection of the tabs, where the most inboard
tab microcontroller strips off the first command signal (pulse) and sends the rest down the serial databus
to all the other actuators. This scheme allows for identical software to run on all tab actuator
microcontrollers, but interrupts the signal coming from the master unit at each tab station, potentially
impacting robustness. However, this same re-broadcasting technique can also be viewed as boosting the
signal of the transmitted pulse train as the signals propagate spanwise from inboard to outboard actuator
unit.
Printed circuit boards compatible with the dual tab design seen in Figure 11 are shown in Figure 12, along
side the tab assembly and a pen for scale comparison. The board has solder pads that directly accept a
programming header so that software changes may be made in-circuit, if necessary.

Figure 12. Dual
dual power MOSFETS.
Installation of the actuators on CDl’s model aircraft was expedited through the use of an extra control
channel for the model. Since this model lacks a rudder, an additional control channel was available from
the hand controller that had an output on the aircraft receiver, but not servo actuator that would connect to
it. Thus, an auxiliary roll command channel was constructed using the output of the rudder command to
drive a “master” microcontroller that, in turn, sent out serial daisy-chain tab command signals to both the
left and right wing actuators. This model arrangement was flown, and found to exhibit moderate roll
effectiveness, despite the fact that a full span complement of active tabs was in fact not driven from these
serial command sequences. Testing on this configuration continues, along with integration efforts to
support tests on NASA’s APV-3 aircraft.

Other Possible Aerospace Applications
Other aerospace applications suggest themselves for use of this actuation concept. While initially
developed as a trailing edge control component, the fundamental nature of an SMA-actuated over-center
spring like system has a variety of other possible uses. The essential features of this actuation concept
are captured in a simple example. If a structural member, such as a beam or plate, is buckled and placed
between two end constraints (either pinned or cantilevered), the beam (or, actuator “armature”) will
assume one of two possible equilibrium shapes, representing the minimum stress condition that satisfies
the end conditions (Figure 13). By attaching pre-strained, opposing SMA wires on each side of the buckled
member, and heating the most elongated SMA wire, one may induce a moment within the buckled
structure (at the SMA connection points) that forces the base material back toward its other equilibrium
position. As this induced moment is increased, the buckled structure will eventually move to a shape
where the incremental moment required to produce additional motion vanishes, and then rapidly switch, or
“snap” or “pop”, to its other equilibrium position. This behavior is often called “snap-through” or “oilcanning” in the structural community, and is characterized by linearly elastic material properties but large
(nonlinear) deformations.
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upper SMA wire (stretched)
I
snapped-through
configuration

trailing edge
overhang

lower SMA wire (contracted)

Figure 13. One-dimensionalexample of a “snap-through” SMA-driven actuator, showing pinned
constraints and optional overhang.
The actual work performed by this type of actuator as prime mover can come from several sources:
0
the linear motion of the center of the buckled beam may be used to drive a linkage between two
different locations;
0
the change in slope of the end points of the beam may be incorporated as a form of angular
orientation or camber control;
0
the snap-through in one direction may influence the convex or concave shape of a doubly-curved
planar surface (such as on the trailing edge tab device above); or
0
the buckled structure may induce relative forces and moments between two disparate locations
on a flexible base structure (particularly if the base material has cantilever end constraints).

A simple comparison with a notional miniature linear actuator for aerospace use [I] reveals this concept’s
considerable advantages over motor-driven mechanisms. If one matches the end-point stroke and
displacement of the device of [l] using the linear motion of the snapping arch shown above, one realizes a
weight reduction of 91%, since the pre-stressed snap-through element performs the same useful work as
a stepping motor/ball screw combination. This weight savings is effectively due to the replacement of a
motor-driven system with a “reversible actuated spring” unit. Of course, similar devices may be combined
in series or in parallel to provide complex, large deformations in multiple directions as a complete
mechanism system. Several examples will be sketched below to better visualize these configurations.
Figure 14 shows a method for forming a bi-stable actuator from a flat plate that produces a change in
slope between its two ends. The center portion of the stamping comprises the buckled member, while the
two side strips, when joined as shown, provide the geometric constraint that keeps the center piece prestressed. SMA wires mounted on the upper and lower surface of the buckled member are used to “pop”
the device between the two possible stable positions. Figure 15 shows a three-position actuator, similar to
that in Figure 14, but uses two nesting pre-stressed members that are cantilever-mounted on either side
of a cut-out rectangular base support. By snapping one or the other pre-stressed arches through the cutout area, one can generate three different slopes between the ends of the base support, or equivalently,
an up-neutral-down type of output for the end displacement (Figure 16). Simple extensions to that
mechanism, ones that include other nested buckled members above and below these two, provide even
higher “resolution” of the relative angles between the two end points of the buckled members.
Combinations of these three-or-more-position actuators distributed across a planar surface could provide
complex warping of the base plate or planar surface to provide localized camber and shape control.
Several actuators ganged in series would produce additive changes in base material slopes, or, very large
end displacements (Figure 16). This large motion response is possible even while limiting the strain of the
SMA wires to less than 3%, a level that is suitable for millions of cycles of operation.
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(a) stamping
(b) assembled, % view
(c) popped-through, 34 view
Figure 14a-c. Bi-stable actuator formed from a flat plate, incorporating three parallel strips.

Bender

-

_ .

d) demonstration device implementation and actuation response
Figure 14d. Bi-stable actuator formed from a flat plate, incorporating three parallel strips.

Partial views of
additional, co-planar
3-position actuators

Figure 15. Co-planar three-position actuators for compound geometry control.
Force applied from
SMA wires (not shown)

snapped "up"
snapped "down"

Figure 16a. Three-position actuator showing base support bending from snap-through action.
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Figure 16b. Three-position actuator in series arrangement for large displacement application.
Conclusions
An actuation system incorporating SMA wires to reorient a buckled member has been described, with a
focus on its use as a trailing edge control device for aerodynamic modifications. Applications to helicopter
rotor blade in-flight tracking, and UAV spanwise aerodynamic load control have shown that the small form
factor, minimal power requirements, and simplicity of design make it an attractive alternative to
conventional aerodynamic control effectors. Future use in other aerospace applications will benefit from
the attractive weight and size offered in such a device.
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